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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Partitioning 

SecureSMX adds strong security and reliability to the SMX RTOS. It is a next generation RTOS 
that provides tools and methods to improve the security of systems using Micro Controller Units 
(MCUs) with Memory Protection Units (MPUs). SecureSMX currently supports ARM Cortex-M 
MCUs. It facilitates dividing embedded software into isolated partitions through the use of the 
processor’s memory protection unit (MPU) and its privilege levels.  
Figure 1.1 shows typical embedded system software. Everything is jumbled together. If a hacker 
gains access anywhere, he has access everywhere. Likewise, a bug anywhere in the system 
jeopardizes the whole system. 
 

USBH

I/O

RTOS

App1

App3

 

Figure 1.1 Non-Partitioned Software 
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Figure 1.2 shows the same embedded system software after partitioning. 
 

App1 App2

SECURITY RTOS Mission
Critical

File
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Initializa-
tion
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Figure 1.2 Partitioned Software 

Because the above partitions are fully isolated from each other by hardware, if a hacker gains 
access to one partition, he cannot gain access to other partitions. Hence he can only damage the 
partition that he has penetrated and he cannot obtain keys and critical information contained in 
the Vault. Likewise, a bug in one partition can damage only the operation of that partition. In 
both cases, system monitoring software will be alerted and can take corrective action as well as 
notify the operator or a monitoring center. In the above figure, App3 may be in pmode because it 
needs direct access to system services or needs maximum performance. 

1.2 Advantages of Isolated Partitions 

Dividing embedded system software into isolated partitions with an MPU has the following 
benefits: 

1. Much better security from hackers. 
2. Higher reliability and safety. 
3. Isolation of low-quality or unknown quality software. 
4. Better plug-in modularity. 
5. More disciplined design. 
6. Immediate detection of null and wild pointers and stack and buffer overflows. 
7. Easier incorporation of legacy software, due to enforced modularity. 
8. Partition reboot to recover rather than system reboot. 
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9. Support for partial updates of one or a few partitions. 
Security and Reliability are two sides of the same coin. In the first, hacks are deliberate; in the 
second, bugs and malfunctions are accidental. However, both damage system operation, and 
measures that improve one tend to improve the other. Partitions tend to be subsystems that 
perform specific functions, e.g. file systems, networking systems, etc. Hardware enforcement of 
full isolation enables interchangeability of modules within a system and better module reusability 
in future systems. Hardware enforcement of better design practices is also desirable. Partial 
reboots and partial updates save time. These are all good reasons for partitioning. 

1.3 Hardware 

SecureSMX utilizes the following security features of the Cortex v7M and v8M architectures: 
1. Memory Protection Unit (MPU). 
2. Privileged and Non-privileged processor levels. 
3. SVC Exception. 

The methodology presented in this manual is the same for both processor architectures. Hence it 
can be applied to families of products that use both architectures and it permits smooth migration 
from v7 to v8. The only difference is that the v7 MPU is more difficult to support, however 
SecureSMX provides methods to make this easier. SecureSMX does not require v8M TrustZone 
in order to provide adequate security and protection from attacks and software bugs. For v8M, it 
runs in the non-secure state, but it could run in the secure state, if preferred. 
In the code and some places in this manual, ARMM7 represents v7M and ARMM8 represents 
v8M. 

1.4 Methodology 

As evidenced by the breadth and depth of this manual, SecureSMX presents a new methodology 
for the design of complex embedded systems. The concept of isolated partitions has long been 
espoused for such systems, but not enforced. Now it is being enforced by hardware! This new 
reality can be a bit of a shock to those accustomed to doing things the old way. Be prepared to 
learn some new tricks. The theoretical aspects of the new SecureSMX methodology are 
explained in chapters 2 through 6.  
Full partition isolation requires the following: 

1. Limiting code, data, and I/O region access via the MPU. 
2. Restricting access to system services via the SVC exception. 
3. Dedicated heap for each partition that requires a heap. 
4. Portals for communication between partitions. 
5. Runtime and service limitations. 
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Chapters 7 and 8 cover the different design and debug techniques necessary to partition 
embedded system software. Refer to the Glossary for unfamiliar terms. 

1.5 Security 

1.5.1 The Increasing Need for Security 

Most embedded systems have little or no security built in, yet they are being connected into the 
Internet of Things (IoT) at a rapid pace. As a consequence, once isolated, defenseless embedded 
systems are becoming accessible via The Hacker’s Highway (aka The Internet). This spells 
TROUBLE now and ahead. SecureSMX is aimed at solving this problem for both existing and 
new systems. It supports ARMM7 to facilitate retrofitting and it supports ARMM8, in a 
compatible manner, to allow easily porting to new systems. 

1.5.2 Protection Goals 

The primary goal of protection is to protect trusted, critical software and data from less-trusted, 
non-critical software, which has become infected with malware or is buggy. Examples of trusted 
software are: the RTOS kernel, exception handlers, security software (e.g. crypto, authentication, 
secure boot, and secure update), and mission-critical software. Examples of less-trusted software 
are: code vulnerable to malware attacks such as: protocol stacks, device drivers, software of 
unknown pedigree (SOUP), and insufficiently tested code.  
The secondary goal is to detect intrusions and bugs and shut them down so that critical system 
operation is not imperiled, and sensitive data is not stolen. Dealing with intrusions and bugs may 
be handled by stopping and restarting a penetrated partition or may require stopping and 
rebooting the entire system. 
The tertiary goal is to minimize the amount of trusted code that must be written, since it is more 
difficult to write trusted code. Code that is less trusted can be run in unprivileged mode (umode) 
partitions, which are strongly isolated from trusted code partitions. This insures that failures or 
hacking of less-trusted code will not impair the main function of the system – e.g. to keep a 
patient alive or to control a dangerous machine. 
The degree of protection that must be implemented depends upon the security and safety 
requirements of a specific system and the threats to which it is exposed. SecureSMX provides a 
range of security tools that enable achieving a level of protection appropriate for a given system. 
And security can be steadily improved, in future releases, as a system becomes more widely 
distributed and therefore more vulnerable. SecureSMX is structured to foster progressive security 
improvement. 

1.5.3 What You Need 

SecureSMX is not a complete security solution. You also need: 
1. Secure boot. 
2. Secure update. 
3. System monitoring. 

SMX middleware products do provide crypto and authentication software. 
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1.6 SecureSMX Snapshot 

SecureSMX is aimed at enhancing the security and reliability of multitasking systems based 
upon the SMX RTOS1. The main things SecureSMX does to achieve better security and 
reliability in a multitasking system are to:  

1. Allow defining different MPU regions for each task. 
2. Handle MPU region switching during task switches. 
3. Automatically generate regions from linker command files. 
4. Provide a Supervisor Call (SVC) API to allow unprivileged code (ucode) to call system 

services, as well as to limit which services can be called from ucode2.  
5. Allow allocation of protected blocks and messages.  
6. Run the SMX RTOS, system code, security code, and mission critical code in privileged 

mode (pmode) tasks and partitions. 
7. Run SMX middleware and application code in unprivileged mode (umode) tasks and 

partitions. 
8. Provide protection for both ptasks and utasks.  
9. Individually protect task stacks. 
10. Provide protected portals for communication between fully isolated partitions. 

SecureSMX has had two principal design goals: 
1.  To enable legacy code to use the MPU, SVC mechanism, and processor privilege levels. 
2.  To shield developers from being tripped up by hardware details so they can focus on 

implementation of protection strategies. 

1.7 SecureSMX Licensing 

SecureSMX is a commercial RTOS, which requires payment of a license fee for use in a 
commercial product. It is protected by several U.S. patents, which are listed in smx.h, and 
patents pending. Use of SecureSMX evaluation kits for study and evaluation is free. In special 
cases source code might be made available freely for academic purposes. Please contact Micro 
Digital for licensing and other information.

                                                 
1 Porting layers for other RTOSs will be added in the future. 
2 See Appendix D: SMX API Limitations. 
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Chapter 4 Basic Theory 

4.1 Partitions and Tasks 

4.1.1 What are Partitions? 
Unlike specific code and data objects, which reside at specific locations in memory, a partition is 
an abstract object consisting of the union all MPU regions that the partition’s tasks are allowed to 
access. These are normally contained in a single partition template and are assigned to the 
partition’s tasks as needed. The reason for this is the 8-slot limitation of most MPUs. A partition 
may need more than 8 regions. This can be handled by defining tasks that perform small portions 
of the partition’s job and thus can operate within 8 regions. 
 

App 1 App 2 Middleware

Security System
Serv

Secure 
Boot

Vault

umode

pmode

App 3
 

Figure 4.1 Partitions 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the software structure we are trying to achieve for security. In this diagram, 
ovals represent isolated partitions (except System Services and Secure Boot which are just 
pcode). The partitions above the heavy line run in umode (unprivileged or user mode) and the 
partitions below the heavy line run in pmode (privileged or protected mode). The heavy line 
represents the boundary between unprivileged operation and privileged operation. This isolation 
is enforced by the Cortex-M processor architecture. 
Above the heavy line are two application partitions and one middleware partition. Of course, an 
actual system is likely to have many more partitions than these. The goal is to achieve isolation 
of each partition from all others. Then gaining access to one partition does not enable a hacker to 
access other partitions and thus his breach is contained. Each umode partition contains one or 
more utasks. The utasks form the basis of isolation from tasks in other partitions, but not from 
tasks in their own partition. umode partitions are capable of strong isolation. Hence, vulnerable 
code such as drivers, middleware, and application code should be put into umode partitions. 
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Below the heavy line are Secure Boot, System Services, App 3, and Security partitions. These 
are comprised of pcode. However, the first two are not technically partitions because they 
contain no tasks. Secure Boot runs in a task-free environment following power up or system 
reset. System Services are smx and other system services needed by tasks in the system. App 3 
and Security are actual pmode partitions. App 3 is likely to consist of multiple tasks which 
perform the main function of the system, such as controlling a machine. By running in pmode, it 
is strongly protected by the umode/pmode barrier. Similarly for the Security partition. Isolation 
between pmode partitions is not as strong as that between umode partitions3. Hence pmode 
partitions must contain the most trusted code in the system. 

4.1.2 Secure Boot 

When the system powers up or is reset, the processor comes up in pmode, and it is in the Secure 
Boot code. 

Processor
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Main Heap
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C++ 
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Scheduler

Run
Tasks

Power On
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Figure 4.2 Secure Boot and Startup 
                                                 
3 It is expected that malware cannot breach pmode. If it does, it can access anything in the system by simply 
disabling the MPU. 
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As illustrated in Figure 4.2, secure boot software does basic hardware and software initialization, 
and it loads code, if necessary. SMX startup code takes over at this point. It initializes the smx 
kernel and heaps, creates the tasks necessary to start operation, and then starts the scheduler. 
Prior to starting the scheduler no tasks are running. After starting the scheduler, the system is 
running only tasks. Partitions do their own initializations. Both for structural and security 
reasons, it is best to minimize the secure boot code. Secure boot loaders are available from many 
sources; SecureSMX does not include a secure boot loader. 

4.1.3 System Services 

The SMX RTOS consists of the smx kernel plus middleware. SMX is split such that the smx 
kernel runs in pmode, and the middleware runs in umode. System Services contains the smx 
kernel, related software such as the SVC Handler and the PendSV Handler, and functions that 
perform system services such as interrupt functions. Also included are error managers and error 
recovery code. This code runs in pmode in order to protect it from compromised umode 
partitions. 

4.1.4 Security and the Vault 

The Vault is where we store all the jewels (encryption keys, passwords, authentication codes, 
certificates, etc.) and cash (private data). If pmode is breached, the Vault springs open and the 
Kingdom is lost. Therefore, protecting the Vault is of paramount importance, and thus only the 
security partition, which contains crypto, authentication, and other security code, is allowed 
access to the vault. 
Encryption and authentication software that access the vault have been moved out of SMX 
middleware products into the security partition. 

4.1.5 App 3 

The App 3 partition contains ISRs, LSRs, and other application code that must be in pmode. It 
also contains application ptasks which perform mission critical functions, and, as explained in 
the legacy code section, it may contain most or all of the original embedded application. ISRs 
and LSRs run in the context of the current task, but they run in pmode using the main stack, not 
the task stack. Handling interrupts presents special security problems, which are discussed in 
section 4.8.3 Interrupts. 

4.1.6 utasks 

utasks provide secure full isolation. This is primarily because they cannot access the MPU nor 
change the CPU privilege level. The MPU is loaded with the regions that a utask is allowed to 
access, including access permissions (e.g. read-only, execute never, etc.) for each region. This is 
done by the smx scheduler when the utask is dispatched. Generally speaking, it is preferrable for 
utasks to interface to the outside world since they are more strongly isolated than ptasks. 

4.1.7 ptasks 

As with utasks, the MPU is loaded with regions that the ptask is allowed to access when the 
ptask is dispatched. Unfortunately, the isolation provided by ptasks is weak compared to utasks. 
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A parent task can create a utask in pmode and create its MPA before setting its umode flag, if 
desired, for example: 

mp_MPACreate(task, tmp, tmsk, mpasz); 
smx_TaskSet(task, SMX_ST_UMODE, 1); 
smx_TaskStart(task); 

In this case, the tmp parameter is used and could point to any template. Unless tmp is that of the 
parent, this is not a true child task. This may be appropriate, especially for legacy code. Another 
alternative is to create siblings of the parent task from a common root task. In this case, the 
partition ends up with independent tasks. They might share a common partition template, or not. 
As previously noted, a parent task cannot control its siblings in umode. 

4.3.3 Using v7M MPU Subregions 

The v7M MPU region size and alignment requirements can result in large wasted areas of 
memory between regions, as shown below.  
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Figure 4.8 Using v7M Subregion Overlays 

Figure 4.8A shows allocating memory for three regions requiring 580, 160, and 100 bytes. Each 
allocated region size has been increased to the next power of two: 1024, 256, and 128, 
respectively. The result is that 1408 bytes of memory are required whereas only 840 bytes are 
actually used. Hence, 568 bytes = 39%, is wasted. By comparison, v8M would allocate 608, 160, 
and 128 bytes = 896 total, resulting in 56 wasted = 6%. 
Figure 4.8B shows the use of v7M subregions within the 1024-byte region. There are 8 
subregions, each 128-bytes in size. These subregions are numbered on the left side. Subregions 0 
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to 4 = 5 * 128 = 640 bytes, which is large enough for 580 bytes. So, this region can be defined as 
starting on a 1024-byte boundary, with a size of 1024 bytes, but with subregions 5, 6, and 7 
disabled. The region definition is as follows: 

RGN(0 | RA("r1_data") | V, DATARW | RSI("r1_data") | N57 | EN, "r1_data"), 

where N57 = N5 | N6 | N7, which disables subregions 5, 6, and 7. 
Now the 100 byte data will fit into subregion 5, which is on a 128-byte boundary, and the 160 
byte data will fit into subregions 6 & 7, which start on a 256-byte boundary. Entries in the linker 
command file would be:  
define block r1_data  with size = 640,  alignment = 1024  {rw section .r1_data}; 
define block r2_data  with size = 128,  alignment = 128   {rw section .r2_data}; 
define block r3_data  with size = 256,  alignment = 256   {rw section .r3_data}; 
define block sram_block with fixed order {block r1_data, block r2_data, block r3_data,…} 
 

The first 3 lines define the blocks, their sizes, their alignments, and the sections within them. The 
fourth line forces the linker to put the blocks in the order shown in Figure 4.8B. So now, total 
memory required is 1024 bytes and wasted memory has been reduced to 184 bytes = 18% — not 
as good as v8M, but a big improvement. 
Using the linker command file is discussed in detail in section 4.4 Linker Command File. 

4.3.4 Creating v7M MPA Templates 

Templates are composed of regions. A typical v7M template looks like this: 
MPA mpa_tmplt_ut2b =  

{  
   RGN(0 | RA("ucom_data") | V, DATARW | SRD("ucom_data") | RSI("ucom_data") | EN, "ucom_data"), 
   RGN(1 | RA("ucom_code") | V, CODE   | SRD("ucom_code") | RSI("ucom_code") | EN, "ucom_code"),  
   RGN(2 | RA("ut2b_data")  | V, DATARW | SRD("ut2b_data") | RSI("ut2b_data") | EN, "ut2b_data"), 
   RGN(3 | RA("ut2b_code") | V, CODE   | SRD("ut2b_code") | RSI("ut2b_code") | EN, "ut2b_code"), 
   RGN(4 | V, 0, “spare”),  /* reserved for dynamic region */), 
   RGN(5 | V, 0, "spare"),  /* reserved for dynamic region */ 
   RGN(6 | V, 0, "stack"),  /* reserved for task stack */ 
}; 

This is a template for a single utask, named ut2b. ucom_data and ucom_code are regions that are 
shared with other utasks within the same partition. The ut2b_data and ut2b_code regions are 
unique to ut2b. Regions 4 and 5 are NULL regions reserved for a dynamic regions. Note that this 
template matches Figure 4.5, except that it has no auxiliary regions. The mask for this template is 
0xF. The template regions 0 to 3 are loaded one to one into the MPA of ut2b then NULL regions 
are automatically loaded into MPA[4] and [5]. 
The above template definition must be preceded with: 

#pragma section = "ucom_data" 
#pragma section = "ucom_code" 
#pragma section = "t2b_data" 
#pragma section = "t2b_code" 
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smx_EMExitHook() code. Other exceptions are left for you to handle. They are provided with 
stubs, such as BusFault_Handler() that simply stop operation. 

4.9 SVC API 

4.9.1 SVC Calls 

When a ptask is converted to a utask, it can no longer make direct system service calls. Instead, it 
must make indirect system service calls through the SVC Handler. This is accomplished via shell 
functions such as the following: 

NI BOOLEAN smxu_SemSignal(SCB_PTR sem) 
{ 
   sb_SVC(SMX_ID_SEM_SIGNAL & 0xFF) 
} 

where 

#define sb_SVC(id)           __asm("svc %0" : : "i" (id)); 

This shell function simply invokes the svc n function with n = SMX_ID_SEM_SIGNAL & 
0xFF. smx IDs are defined at the end of xdef.h. Originally they were defined for the Event 
Buffer and smxAware, but they are now also used for SVC calls. The “& 0xFF” selects the ID 
number and the other fields are ignored. 
All of the SVC shell functions are located in svc.c. The region for svc.c, ucom_code, must be 
included in the MPA of every utask that makes system calls. Normally, ucom_code replaces the 
sys_code region if it was in an active slot. To switch the utask code to using indirect system 
service calls, it is necessary only to use #include “xapiu.h” in utask C modules. It contains shell 
function prototypes and mapping macros, such as: 

#define smx_SemSignal(sem)                      smxu_SemSignal(sem) 

Thus it is not necessary to change system call names in the utask code, unless default parameters 
are being used. Macros cannot deal with default parameters – all parameters must be specified in 
a macro. If default parameters are being used, just replace smx_ with smxu_ in the utask code. 
Since smxu_xxxx() is a function, it can deal with default parameters, for example: 

BOOLEAN     smxu_SemTest(SCB_PTR sem, u32 timeout=0); 

is defined in xapiu.h. Other system calls besides smx calls are also implemented. These have 
prefixes such as sb_, mp_, etc., which become sbu_, mpu_, etc. Call IDs for these functions are 
defined in bdef.h. Note that these IDs are defined as n + SMX_ID_LAST in order to allow new 
smx functions to be added in xdef.h in the future. 
If you find the need to define system calls of your own, please put their IDs here and define them 
as n + SYS_ID_LAST. 
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4.10 Processor Control 

4.10.1 smx Task Switching8 

For the Cortex-M architecture, following execution of an smx system service routine, SSR, if the 
smx_sched flag is set, or if smx_lqctr is not 0, the PendSV Handler is triggered, causing a 
PendSV exception9. The smx_sched flag indicates that the current task should be stopped, 
suspended, or its priority tested vs. the top task in the ready queue. A non-zero smx_lqctr 
indicates that an LSR is ready to run. LSRs run ahead of all tasks. 
When a PendSV exception occurs, the processor automatically switches to pmode and to the 
main stack10. It first stacks the R0-R3, R12, LR, PC, and XPSR registers on the task stack, TS. 
The processor is now in handler mode and it is running the smx_PendSV_Handler() (PSVH). 
PSVH first calls the LSR scheduler to run LSRs if smx_lqctr > 0. When all LSRs have run, 
PSVH tests the smx_sched flag: if 0 or if the current task is still the top priority ready task it 
returns to the current task, else it calls the task scheduler. The task scheduler selects the top task 
(longest waiting at highest priority) to run. 
After the task scheduler runs, it returns to the tail of PSVH. It is important to note that it will be 
doing so with a different current task since there has been a task switch. PSVH does some 
processing, then returns to thread mode. If SMX_CFG_MPU is set, the nPRIV bit in the 
CONTROL register is set equal to smx_ct->flags.umode. This determines whether the task runs 
as a utask or as a ptask. In either case, the task’s stack is now used and if the task had been 
suspended, R0-R3, R12, LR, PC, and XPSR are unstacked from it before returning to the point 
of suspension. Otherwise, if the task is being started, unstacking is not required and control goes 
to the beginning of its main function. 

4.10.2 From pmode to umode 

If the ct->flags.umode flag is set in a task’s TCB, the task is a utask; if the flag is 0 the task is a 
ptask. Normally the SMX_FL_UMODE flag is used to set its umode flag when a task is created:  

    ut2a = smx_TaskCreate(tm03_ut2a, TP2, 0, SMX_FL_UMODE, "ut2a"); 

Otherwise, the task created is a pmode task: 

   t2a = smx_TaskCreate(tm02_t2a, TP2, 0, 0, "t2a"); 

Alternatively, following task creation, while in pmode, the flag can be changed with: 

 smx_TaskSet(task, SMX_ST_UMODE, 1); 

                                                 
8 This is a simplified description – quite a few complexities are omitted. 
9 When an SSR is called from the SVC_Handler, operation is a bit different. See Section 4.9.2 SVC Call 
Mechanism. 
10 The main stack (MS) is also called the system stack (SS) in smx. Use of SS predates the Cortex-M architecture. 
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A ptask can set its own umode flag. Hence, a task can start running in pmode and then switch 
itself to umode, as follows: 

 #include “xapi.h” 

 #pragma default_function_attributes = @ ".t2a_text" 
 void tm10_t2a(void)  

 { 
  /* perform pmode initialization */ 
  … 
     /* create alias task */ 
     ut2a = t2a; 
 
   /* Change template, set umode, and restart with code tm10_ut2a. */ 

     smx_TaskSet(ut2a, SMX_ST_UMODE, 1); 
    mp_MPACreate(ut2a, (MPA*)&mpa_tmplt_ut2a); 
    ut2a->name = "ut2a"; 
    smx_TaskStartNew(ut2a, 0, TP2, tm10_ut2a); 
 { 

 #include “xapiu.h” 

 #pragma default_function_attributes = @ ".ut2a_text" 
 void tm10_ut2a(u32 par) 
 { 
  /* Run in umode, after restarting. Make indirect system calls via SVC exception */ 
 } 

In this example, tm10_t2a() is the pmode main function for t2a, and tm10_ut2a() is the umode 
main function for ut2a. TaskSet() allows changing task t2a to task ut2a. (t2a and ut2a are the 
same task with different names – i.e. the TCB does not change.) Then MPACreate() allows 
changing to mpa_tmplt_ut2a. Also for v8M, it allows loading the task stack region into the top 
MPA active slot. smx_TaskStartNew() allows changing a task’s main function. It also allows 
passing a parameter to the new main function and changing the task’s priority. Typically the 
parent task of a partition may do quite a bit of initialization that can be done only in pmode. 
When this is complete, it switches itself to umode where it completes the initialization, such as 
creating and starting child tasks and then starts its normal operation. It is quite likely that it will 
run at a lower priority in umode.  
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4.11 Dynamic Features 

Previous sections of this manual have covered static features – i.e. those determined at compile 
and link time. This section presents dynamic features that are used while running. 

4.11.1 eheap and smx_Heap 

eheap is an RTOS-agnostic heap developed by Micro Digital specifically for embedded systems. 
It supports multiple heaps, in a simple manner, and can support simple, small heaps with a single 
bin up to large, complex heaps with up to 31 bins. Hence it is ideal for situations where multiple 
heaps of various sizes are required. It has other useful features for embedded systems such as: 

• Configurable bin structures (numbers and sizes). 
• Aligned allocations on 2^n boundaries. 
• v7M region allocations with automatic subregion disables. 
• Large bin sorting during idle periods.  
• Integrated small-block, block pools for object-oriented programming objects. 
• Automatic heap and bin scanning and fixing for broken links. 
• Manual or automatic merge control. 
• Fragmentation recovery. 
• Debug chunks to assist in finding leaks and other problems. 

 
smx provides smx_Heap shell functions which add task-safe support to eheap functions. Task-
safe operation is achieved via a mutex per heap, rather than the SSR_ENTER() / SSR_EXIT() 
mechanism used by other smx services. This is necessary because heap calls can be slow. Using 
a mutex allows higher-priority tasks to run while a heap task waits for a heap operation to 
complete12. Using a heap mutex per heap is necessary to decouple partitions so that one partition 
cannot cause another partition to wait excessively for access to its own heap.   
When a heap is initialized, if the mode parameter is NULL, the heap will not be mutex-protected. 
This reduces overhead for partition heaps in which operations cannot be preempted (e.g. only 
one task does heap operations). In this case, heap operations are still logged and smx heap error 
checking is still performed.  
For C++ partitions where ultimate speed is necessary, eheap can be put into the ucom_code 
region and accessed directly by both umode and pmode tasks. This is particularly important if the 
embedded block pools are being used for small objects. In this case, there is no logging and no 
smx error checking. However, eheap still performs numerous error checks, and approximately 11 
error types are reported in hvp[hn]->errno. 

                                                 
12 Of course, there is only one processor, so the heap operation does not run while the higher-priority task runs. The 
important thing is that the higher-priority task is not forced to wait for a potentially long heap operation. 
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A single timeout, smx_htmo, applies to all heap accesses. It is intended only to prevent 
permanent task hang-ups and should be a long time. During debug it is best to set it to 
SMX_TMO_INF, in order to avoid heap timeouts, which may cause confusion. 
See the smx Reference Manual for more information on using smx heaps, and see the eheap 
User’s Guide for more information on using eheap and creating and using multiple heaps. This 
will help you understand the following sections. 

4.11.2 The Need for Multiple Heaps 

Using heaps in modern application code is popular and it is necessary to support object-oriented 
languages. This is a growing trend as embedded systems become more complex and are expected 
to do more functions – especially in IoT systems. Also, some SMX middleware uses heaps.  
It is unacceptable for utasks to have direct access to the main heap. A hacker could easily bring 
down the whole system simply by exhausting or corrupting the main heap. It generally is also not 
acceptable to have a heap that two or more partitions share, since malware in one partition could 
corrupt blocks owned by another or the whole heap, or it could access sensitive data of the other 
partition. Thus, each partition that needs a heap, must have its own heap. These heaps will 
generally be small, but not necessarily so. 
An exception to the above is if one partition gets blocks from a heap, and another partition 
releases them back to the heap, then obviously the heap must be shared between the partitions. 
This reduces isolation, but may be necessary in some cases. An alternative is to use a portal 
between the partitions. See Chapter 5 Partition Portals for more discussion of this. 

4.11.3 Allocating Heap Space 

The main heap is in sys_data and it is used by the smx kernel. Task stacks are allocated from it, 
as well as other objects that smx needs. Space for the main heap is allocated by the heap0 block 
in the linker command file. 
There are two ways to allocate heaps dedicated to partitions. One is to define the heap block in 
the linker command file, as follows:  
 define block heap2      with size = 0x1000,   alignment = 16  { }; 

This is quite a small heap (4096 bytes) but adequate for certain partitions. Then in the 
initialization code for the heap: 

hsa = (u8*)__section_begin("heap0"); 
hsz = (u32)__section_size("heap0"); 

The second way to allocate a heap is illustrated in Figure 4.15. In this case, it is allocated at run 
time from the main heap (or another heap), using: 

hsz = 0x1000; 
hsa = smx_PBlockGetHeap(hsz, u8 sn, DATARW, “heap1”, heap0); 

where sn is the slot number in the current task’s MPA. In the figure below, heap1 calls from 
TaskA operate only on heap1 and cannot go outside of it. TaskA can access the main heap only 
for a protected block or message, as shown by the dashed line, and cannot go outside of the 
protected block or message. (Protected blocks and messages are discussed in sections 4.11.10 
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Protected Data Blocks and 4.11.11 Protected Messages, respectively.) Hence the main heap is 
protected from TaskA. 
 

TaskA

heap1

heap0
 

Figure 4.15 Dedicated Heap from Main Heap 

Memory for a dedicated heap can also be a static block of memory, a block from a block pool, or 
Task Local Storage, TLS (see section 4.11.8 Task Local Storage). 

4.11.4 Creating a Heap 

Each partition that needs a heap creates its own heap. To do so, the partition must define a 
binsz[] array, allocate space for the bins, define an eheap variable structure, EHV, and get space 
for the heap, as follows: 

/*========================================================================== 
                            FAST HEAP (hn = 1) from SDRAM 
==========================================================================*/ 
/* Medium bin size array consisting of five large bins with no SBA. The top  
   bin contains chunks >= 2048 bytes. The array ends with 0xFFFFFFFF. */ 

 
u32 const binsz1[] = 
/*bin  0      1        2        3        4     end */ 
       {24,  512, 1024, 1536, 2048,  -1}; 
 
#if defined(__IAR_SYSTEMS_ICC__) 
#pragma data_alignment = SB_CACHE_LINE /* cache align in SRAM */ 
#endif 
 
HBCB  bin1[(sizeof(binsz1)/4)-1];   /* heap1 bins */ 
 
#if EH_STATS 
u32   bnum1[(sizeof(binsz1)/4)-1]; /* number of chunks per bin */ 
u32   bsum1[(sizeof(binsz1)/4)-1]; /* sum of chunk sizes per bin */ 
#endif 
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Chapter 5 Partition Portals 

Partition portals enable isolating client partitions from server partitions. They utilize an alternate 
form of API between clients and servers, built upon smx protected messages. 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Isolated Partitions 
Figure 5.1 shows the desired isolation between a file system (FS) partition and two application 
partitions (App1 and App2), which use the file system. 
 

FS

App1 App2

  

Figure 5.1 Desired Isolation Between Partitions 

5.1.2 Function Call APIs 

Figure 5.2 shows the result when the App1 and App2 partitions must access the file system via 
the file system’s normal function call API – loss of partition isolation. 

App1 App2

FS

 

Figure 5.2 Loss of Partition Isolation 
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Function calls are the predominant API between clients and servers. This creates a problem for 
partitioning. In the above diagram, the file system’s API functions must be accessible to both 
App partitions. And subroutines in the file system must be accessible to the API functions and 
driver functions must be accessible to the subroutines. Hence nearly the entire file system must 
be accessible to both App1 and App2. Also, file buffers and global variables must be accessible 
to the file system functions. So, the whole file system and driver(s) end up in a code region 
shared by the App partitions and file buffers and globals end up in a data region shared by the 
App partitions. Thus none of these partitions is fully isolated from the others. 
If a hacker penetrates any one of the partitions, he has access to the other partitions via the 
common file system regions. Although he cannot necessarily control the other partitions, he can 
certainly bring them down and possibly disrupt the whole system. The solution to this problem is 
to use partition portals, which are discussed next. 

5.1.3 Partition Portals 

FS

App1 App2
P

 

Figure 5.3 Partition Isolation Using FS Portal P 

Figure 5.3 shows the isolation achieved with file system partition portal, P. The double arrows 
represent bidirectional data transfers. Note that there is no overlap between the partitions. Hence, 
the desired high level of isolation shown in Figure 5.1 has been achieved. Partition portals are 
indirect calling mechanisms which permit full isolation between partitions. They are based upon 
smx protected messages, pmsgs, working in combination with the Cortex-M MPU.  
SecureSMX provides two types of partition portals: 

• Free message portals, fportals – section 5.3 Free Message Portal. 
• Tunnel portals, tportals – section 5.4 Tunnel Portal. 

Protected messages are discussed first. 

5.2 Protected Messages 

5.2.1 pmsg Structure 
SecureSMX portals are implemented using smx protected messages (pmsgs). Figure 5.4 
illustrates the structure of a pmsg. A normal smx message consists of a Message Control Block 
(MCB) linked to a data block that contains the actual message or data. An smx pmsg is the same 
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where xsn = auxiliary slot number and asn = active slot number. When a pmsg is received, if 
pmsg->con.sb = 1, the pmsg data block region is put into MPA[xsn]. Otherwise it is put into 
MPA[asn] and MPU[asn+fas]. When a utask does a receive, sb is ignored. 
There are, of course other cases where receiving a pmsg could cause a region overlap. These are 
unlikely, but must be guarded against if a v8M processor is being used since they will cause 
MMFs. One way to do this is to always allocate pmsg data blocks from heap0. utasks can never 
have sys_data as an active region since it permits pmode access only. 

5.3 Free Message Portal 

Server API: 
BOOLEAN  mp_FPortalCreate(FPSS* psh, FPCS** pclp, u32 pclsz, u8 ssn,  
                                    const char* pname=NULL, const char* sxname=NULL); 
BOOLEAN  mp_FPortalDelete(FPSS* psh, FPCS** pclp, u32 pclsz, u8 xsn=0); 
Client API: 
BOOLEAN  mp_FPortalClose(FPCS* pch, u8 xsn=0); 
BOOLEAN  mp_FPortalOpen(FPCS* pch, u8 csn, u32 msz, u32 nmsg, u8 pri,  
                                                u32 tmo=SMX_TMO_INF, const char* rxname=NULL); 
MCB_PTR  mp_FPortalReceive(FPCS* pch, u8** dpp=NULL); 
BOOLEAN  mp_FPortalSend(FPCS* pch, MCB* pmsg); 
BOOLEAN  mp_FTPortalSend(FPCS* pch, u8* bp, MCB_PTR pmsg); 

Use of these functions is discussed in what follows. See Appendix A: API Reference for full call 
descriptions. 

5.3.1 Configurations 

The free message portal gets its name from the fact that the pmsgs are not bound to the client as 
they are for the tunnel portal. Hence they are free. Its protocol primarily makes use of the smx 
protected messaging capabilities discussed previously. Figure 5.6 illustrates three of many 
possible free message protocol configurations. Hash marks indicate waiting messages at the 
message exchanges shown. 
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Figure 5.6 Free Message Protocol Configurations 

Figure 5.6A is the basic configuration where client, C, obtains a pmsg from memory, fills it, and 
sends it to a server exchange, SX. Server, S, receives the pmsg from SX, processes it and returns 
it to memory. As previously explained, in section 4.11.11 Protected Messages, pmsgs can come 
from any heap, any block pool, or any standalone block. Note that the latter two must meet MPU 
size and alignment requirements, whereas smx heaps automatically meet MPU requirements 
when calling smx_PMsgGetHeap(), smx_PBlockGetHeap(), or mp_RegionGetHeapT().  
The memory shown in Figure 5.6A can be global memory or local memory in the client partition. 
In the global case, an active slot in the client MPA is required; in the local case a phantom slot 
may be used (see section 4.2.5 Auxiliary Slots) for the client, to save a slot, but an active slot is 
required for the server16. The 5.6A configuration is suitable for infrequent messages such as 
notifications of rare events.  
Figure 5.6B shows an expanded configuration. In this case, two clients, C1 and C2 are obtaining 
recycled pmsgs from a resource exchange, RX, loading them, then sending them to a server 
exchange, SX. The server processes the messages and sends them back to RX. In this case, 
performance is better than 5.6A at the expense of RAM permanently allocated to pmsgs. This 
configuration might be useful where data rates are moderate, such as input from UARTs or low- 
to moderate-speed USB devices. Either client could send multiblock messages, in which case, 
the server would need to separate intermingled block streams into their respective client streams. 
Figure 5.6C shows a bidirectional data configuration. In this case, as many messages as needed 
are obtained from memory and sent to the reply exchange, RX. Client C receives messages from 
RX, processes or fills them, and sends them to the server exchange, SX. Server S receives 
messages from SX, fills them or processes them and sends them to RX. Either end may be both 

                                                 
16 In all portal discussions, clients and servers are assumed to be separate partitions. Otherwise there would be no 
need for portals. 
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A portal and its task should not be deleted if the portal task is performing an operation. This can 
be determined by waiting for a reply pmsg from the portal at its rxchg. It can also be determined 
by testing if the task is in the wait state. However, if a partition is misbehaving, 
mp_FPortalDelete() can be used to forcibly shut down its portal and stop the portal task. This 
would probably be followed up by shutting down and restarting the whole partition. 
It is not recommended that portals routinely be deleted, as this is likely to lead to programming 
errors. Portal delete should be reserved for recovery operations. 

5.3.8 More Flexible Operation 

The free message API presented above is intended to make creating and using free message 
portals easier. However, in some cases, these functions may prove to be too limiting. If so, 
smx_PMsg functions can be used directly to create a custom protocol. 
Receive can use either of the receive functions: smx_PMsgReceive() or 
smx_PMsgReceiveStop(). The latter is good for seldom-used servers, since the server task 
releases its stack while waiting for the next pmsg. Considering that there may be many seldom-
used servers in a system, sharing stacks can save significant memory. 
Send can use either: 

smx_PMsgSend(pmsg, rxchg, pri, reply); or 

smx_PMsgReply(pmsg); 

It is recommended that most servers use the latter, for better security and to minimize 
programming errors. For it, rxchg is derived from pmsg->rpx, ssn = pmsg->osn, pri = pmsg->pri, 
and there is no reply. Hence, the client controls the choice of rxchg and priority. osn is loaded 
into the pmsg MCB when the pmsg is received by the owner. (For an unbound pmsg, this is the 
last pmsg receiver; for a bound pmsg, this is the last pmsg sender.) 

5.4 Tunnel Portal 

Server API: 
BOOLEAN   mp_TPortalCreate(TPSS* psh, TPCS** pclp, u32 pclsz, u8 dsn, 
             const char* pname=NULL, const char* sxname=NULL); 
BOOLEAN  mp_TPortalDelete(TPSS* psh, TPCS** pclp, u32 pclsz); 
void          mp_TPortalServer(TPSS* psh, u32 stmo); 

Client API: 
BOOLEAN  mp_TPortalCall(TPCS* pch, u32 tmo=0); 
BOOLEAN  mp_TPortalClose(TPCS* pch, u32 tmo=0); 
BOOLEAN  mp_TPortalOpen(TPCS* pch, u32 msz, u32 thsz, u8 pri, u32 tmo=SMX_TMO_INF, 
    const char* ssname=NULL, const char* csname=NULL); 
BOOLEAN  mp_TPortalReceive(TPCS* pch, u8* dp, u32 rqsz, u32 tmo=0); 
BOOLEAN  mp_TPortalSend(TPCS* pch, u8* dp=NULL, u32 rqsz=0, u32 tmo=0); 
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Use of these functions is discussed in what follows. See Appendix A: API Reference for full call 
descriptions. 
A tunnel portal installs a single pmsg (the “tunnel”) between server and client. Both can write 
and read its data block alternately. 
Tunnel portals offer the following features: 

1.  Full isolation between clients and servers. 
2.  Minimal change to client code. 
3.  Good performance. 
4.  No copy transfers available with change to client code. 
5.  Full protection of data. 

The free message protocol is recommended for occasional messages and low-to-moderate data 
rates, but it is too slow for large data transfers such as file and network data transfers. For these, 
the tunnel portal is better. Figure 5.7 illustrates the basic concept of the tunnel portal. It is called 
that because a pmsg data block, represented by T in the figure, serves as a tunnel between the 
Client and the Server. This is possible because both have MPA regions containing the pmsg data 
block and thus both can access the data block. The pmsg data block is also referred to as the 
portal buffer, pbuf. The pmsg is sent and received one time to open the tunnel. After that, it 
remains in place until the portal is closed. 
Note: A tunnel portal can also accept free pmsgs. However, this is ignored in the tunnel portal 
discussion that follows in order to avoid over-complicating it. It is discussed in section 5.6 
Sending Free Messages to Tunnel Portals. 
 

Client ServerT

 

Figure 5.7 Tunnel Portal 

pbuf is the only common region between the two partitions, and the MCB of the pmsg is not 
accessible by either. If a hacker gains access to one partition, pbuf cannot be used to access the 
other. pbuf is defined as XN so the hacker cannot execute code from it. Nor can he overflow it. 
Access to pbuf alternates between client and server and is controlled by smx semaphores. Thus 
only one partition at a time can access pbuf. When the hacker has access to pbuf, he can put any 
data into it that he wishes. Hence, the receiving partition should have data checks that will 
prevent accepting harmful data. 
In the following discussion, client means the task in the client partition that controls the client 
side of the portal, or it means the client partition, itself, and server means the task in the server 
partition that controls the server side of the portal, or it means the server partition, itself. Usage 
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Chapter 7 Implementation 

This chapter provides implementation information that expands upon theoretical discussions of 
the previous chapters. The intent here is to bridge the gap between theory and actually writing 
code. Design techniques and tips are presented. 

7.1 Planning 

7.1.1 Security Plan 
Improving the security of a system requires a security plan. This normally consists of identifying 
threats, then figuring out how to counter them. For example, to counter the man-in-the-middle 
attack, all data to and from the system should be encrypted. This requires a secret key stored in 
the system. The next threat is that a hacker will steal this key. To counter this threat, the key 
must be stored in a secure pmode partition and all code accessing that key must also be in that 
partition. In addition, a portal must be used to securely transfer data in and out of the partition in 
order to encrypt or decrypt it. This encryption/decryption process is thus hidden from all client 
partitions that use or generate the data. SecureSMX provides the necessary tools for securing 
keys and other secret information. 
Any place where the system contacts the outside world is a possible attack surface. Hence, it is 
desirable to enclose each of these, especially low-level drivers, in umode partitions. The latter 
provide greater isolation than pmode partitions. The attack vectors used by hackers are so 
numerous and powerful that it is not practical to defend against every one. It is better to assume 
that any I/O partition can be breached and to focus on containing the incursion. Fully isolated 
partitions can assure that although the infected partition has become malicious, the rest of the 
system is able to shut it down, restart it or the whole system, continue its mission-critical 
function, and to report the attack. This requires careful planning of partitions and recovery 
methods. 
Of course, an infected partition can be spewing bad data that can cause other partitions to 
become damaged and to cause damage. This must be guarded against in the coding of these 
partitions. Task stacks in their own XN partitions take away common hacking attacks such as 
code execution from stacks and stack overflow. This protection is part of SecureSMX. An 
attempt should be made to use only buffers that are in their own regions, in order to immediately 
catch buffer overflows – another common hacking technique. Attempts to go outside of 
partitions will generate immediate MMFs. These can stop a hacker in his tracks, provided that 
the MMFs are acted upon. This requires a plan for how to handle breaches of partitions, and this 
may determine how partitions are defined. Also a plan is needed for code to log MMFs for 
support team study and to perform system recovery. 
Probably the greatest vulnerability in a system using SecureSMX is its ISRs. As noted in section 
4.8.2 Enabling ISRs and Exception Handlers to Run it may be necessary for BR to be on when 
an interrupt occurs. Even if BR is not on, a hacker can turn it on or turn the MPU off with a 
single instruction. The best approach to guard against ISR infection is to first minimize ISR 
code. This can be done by invoking LSRs, which perform all non-essential functions, before re-
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enabling the interrupt, and for LSRs to start or resume utasks to do the bulk of the processing 
that is not time-critical. In umode we are better able to contain the attack. Clearly there are 
performance trade-offs in doing this, and these may require careful planning. In addition, ISRs 
must be fortified – see section 7.10.6 ISRs and LSRs. 
Unfortunately, hackers have extensive arsenals of tools, and they spend full time figuring out 
how to attack systems like yours. System developers, on the other hand, must spend most of their 
time creating and debugging useful software. Thus, the good guys are seriously outgunned by the 
hackers. The best we can do is do guard against common hacking techniques and apply common 
sense. 

7.1.2 Reliability Plan 

It makes little sense to have a secure system that is unreliable. Although security and reliability 
are two sides of the same coin there are differences in planning. Reliability failures result from 
accidents, not deliberate actions. Hence we need not be concerned about attack surfaces but we 
do need to be concerned about code quality. (Of course code quality is also a factor in security.)  
There is usually some code in a system that is questionable because it is poorly written, 
inadequately tested, or third-party code that no one understands. Typically there is not enough 
manpower nor time to carefully review and fix such code. In this situation, putting the code into 
a fully isolated umode partition and adding a portal to access it may be the best solution. Then, 
when the code malfunctions, it should not bring down the whole system. Instead, the malfunction 
can be logged for future repair, and the partition can be shut down or reinitialized and restarted. 
Often, questionable code is the result of adding a feature for a large customer or a new feature 
requested by Marketing. Such code may not receive the careful attention nor talent that the main 
code has had, or the code may have originated from a third party (including the customer, itself). 
It is a good practice to put such code into an isolated partition – at least until it has proven itself 
worthy of your trust. 

7.1.3 When to Add MPU Support 

For an existing product or a project near completion, the answer for when to add MPU support is 
simple: Now. For a new project the answer may depend upon factors such as schedule pressure, 
market window, and preferences or talents of team members. 
There is no question that the best results will be achieved if security and reliability are “baked 
in” from the start. Using SecureSMX does introduce a learning curve to master the new 
methodology that it offers. However, once that learning is achieved it may actually help to 
reduce debugging time, and it will produce a better design structure that is easier to maintain and 
to extend in the future. 
Another point of view is that implementation of MPU support is best postponed until the main 
design goals have been achieved and the design is stable. Otherwise, introducing it may be too 
much of a distraction and may result in missing the schedule. If the schedule is tight and 
manpower is limited, this may be a good decision. In this case, we suggest that team members 
read this manual in order to get an idea of what is needed and that a security plan is created that 
sets forth design rules to minimize redesign. At a minimum, partitions and their APIs should be 
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identified, and at least one task should be created for each partition. Planning like this requires 
little time now and will reduce redesign time, in the future. 
Unfortunately, at the late stage of project development, delivery pressure and long hours may 
have set in, and “niceties” such as safety, security, and reliability may get little or no priority. In 
this case, security can be delayed a little longer. It may even be acceptable for a project to go into 
early production without the full security plan having been implemented. See section 7.2.3 
Iterative Process. 

7.2 Project Approach 

7.2.1 Legacy Code 
Even in a new project, there is likely to be some legacy code. An effective method is to gradually 
convert less-trusted code to ucode and less-trusted tasks to utasks, while frequently verifying that 
the system still runs correctly. If a problem occurs, the last step can be reversed and the problem 
tracked down and fixed. 
Sometimes it happens that you have some poorly written code or third party code that no one 
understands and which has or is expected to come under attack. This is often called SOUP 
(Software of Unknown Pedigree). Rather than rewriting the code, it may be easier to put it into 
an isolated umode partition. Then at least a hacker cannot bring down the rest of the system if he 
gets into the SOUP. This may be an adequate first step with other partitions ported later. 
The first step is to upgrade your application to the latest versions of SMX kernel and middleware 
with the MPU disabled (SMX_CFG_MPU = 0 in xcfg.h). Once this software is running, the next 
step is to define the regions in mpa_dflt in mpa.c. These regions should cover all available 
memory and I/O in your system. Then, when initially created, each task is assigned this MPA 
(Memory Protection Array), and when it starts running, this MPA is loaded into the MPU. Now 
set SMX_CFG_MPU = 1 to cause mp_MPUInit() to be called from main() and turn on the MPU. 
Since all memory and I/O are still accessible by every task, your code should still run, with no 
alterations. So far, nothing has been gained. 
The next step is to identify the first partition to port to umode. To do this, identify all tasks, code, 
and data to include in the partition. Next define regions that cover these. Then create an MPA 
template and assign it to the MPAs of tasks in the partition, as the tasks are created. Next, run the 
system. This will probably result in MMFs (Memory Manage Faults) for code and data left out 
of the template regions. Once running, the tasks have become ptasks. They are running in limited 
code and data regions, but they can still do direct system calls. They can do direct middleware 
calls, only if the middleware code and data are included in their regions. 
The next step is to set the tasks to run in umode. Now the ucom_code region must be included in 
the task MPAs so they can make system calls via the SVC exception. If a task accesses a 
middleware module, it must now do so via that module’s portal29. This is accomplished via a 
simple mapping header include. Now you have a fully isolated partition that runs with utasks. 

                                                 
29 Other pcode can still use the direct interface. All SMX middleware modules use mutexes to regulate task accesses. 
Portals are documented in Chapter 5 
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The above process is repeated for each umode partition. Note that certain tasks will be left in 
pmode. These include security tasks (e.g. crypto tasks), mission-critical tasks, and tasks that 
cannot run in umode due to performance or other issues. 
The steps to port existing code to SecureSMX are as follows: 

1.  Establish a working base. 
2.  Define desired umode and pmode partitions. 
3.  Get all partitions running in pmode. 
4.  Convert the most needed umode partitions first. 
5.  Per planned umode partition:  

a.   Define regions for each ptask. 
b.  Create a template for the partition. 
c.   Add more ptasks, if necessary. 
d.   Debug ptasks and get partition working in pmode. 
e.   Convert ptasks to utasks, debug, and get partition working in umode. 
f.  Implement portals for the partition, if necessary. 

6.  Repeat steps 5a-f for each umode partition defined in step 2. 
The sections that follow in this chapter explain the above steps in detail. Figure 7.1 illustrates 
this process. 
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file, e.g. #include “pmap.h” and remaking the project, it is possible to quickly switch between 
direct calls or portal calls. Once the portal is operating correctly, the client and server partitions 
can be separated. This will usually result in a host of MMFs to be tracked down and fixed. When 
that has been done, separation is complete. 
After the client and server partitions have been separated, there may be times when it is 
necessary to be able to go back into the client and trace through to the server. To do this, run to 
the point of interest in the server, then use the caller field in the service header of the pmsg. 
Enter this address into the disassembly window. What you should see is an instruction like: 

BL  tp_Send( … 

at the cursor. Put a breakpoint on this instruction and run from the beginning, again. When the 
debugger stops on this breakpoint, you can then step into portal call to see what is loaded into the 
service header, then continue on into the server to find what is wrong. While in the client, enter 
smx_ct in the watch window to see what the current task is. Alternatively, the current task can be 
determined at the server side by opening the smxAware GAT Event Timelines, clicking the +>| 
(Zoom to End) button, and finding the last task to run using the portal other than the server task. 
When deploying new drivers, it often happens that hardware “features” that must be programmed 
around. Especially if these features have time dependencies (aka critical races) debugging 
through a portal is likely to be too clumsy. In cases like this and some usage problems restoring 
the direct call API becomes necessary. SMX middleware portals can be disabled using the 
settings in XSMX\xpcfg.h, such as: 

#define SFS_PORTAL        0  /* enable smxFS portal */ 

then remaking the project and all libraries. Doing this excludes the mapping header file so that 
direct calls are made, and it removes code related to creating and using the portal. Note that it is 
also necessary to merge the client and server partitions or to use common regions between them. 
This requires changing the client and server MPA templates and may require linker command 
file changes, as well. 

8.3 Using smxAware Security Features 

smxAware includes many helpful features to help debug SecureSMX-based software. The first 
three displays are in the smx Objects window. They save having to decipher the bits in the MPU 
registers, and they show the MPAs for all tasks not just the current task. They show the starting 
and ending addresses of regions (adjusted for excluded subregions for v7M), which is helpful 
when checking to see if something is out of bounds. When MP_MPA_DEV is 1, region names 
are displayed, which is very helpful.  

8.3.1 MPU Display 

This displays the current task, MPU ON/OFF, BR ON/OFF, privileged or unprivileged mode, 
and MSP (main stack) or PSP (task stack). Following this, active region overlaps are shown, if 
any. For v7M region overlaps may or may not be ok. Bear in mind that the attributes of the 
highest region prevail. So if MPU[0] = sys_data is overlapped by MPU[7] = task stack, that 
means the task stack comes from sys_data (specifically heap0). In this case DATARW prevails 
over PDATARW, so the stack is accessible to a umode task, and stack overflows will be detected 
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by MMFs. So this is not a problem for v7M utasks. But it is a problem for v7M ptasks, because 
stack overflows will not be detected. For v8M, it is a non-starter because region overlaps cause 
immediate MMFs. 
In addition, adjacent regions are shown. These are a problem if two regions have the same 
attributes, then overflow into the upper and underflow into the lower will not be detected. This is 
a rare problem and it can be fixed by changing block ordering in the linker command file. Both 
the region overlap and adjacent region warning require careful attention. 
The following is a partial v7M MPU display (v8M is similar): 
   Current Task:   (fs_reader_writer0)    0x20013420  
   MPU  ON      BR ON      CPU:  UNPRIV MODE   PSP 
   MPU[0]  Enabled   rbar 08030000  rasr 0602e017  "fsdp_code"  
       Start               08030000 
       End                 08030fff 
       Subreg Dis          5,6,7 (Size 0x200) 
       Sub Start           08030000 (Size 0xa00) 
           End             080309ff 
       Attributes          CODE 
   MPU[1]  Enabled   rbar 20034001  rasr 1302e019  "fsdp_data"  
       Start               20034000 
       End                 20035fff 
       Subreg Dis          5,6,7 (Size 0x400) 
       Sub Start           20034000 (Size 0x1400) 
           End             200353ff 
       Attributes          DATARW 
   MPU[2]  Enabled   rbar 0804a002  rasr 0602c019  "ucom_code"  
       Start               0804a000 
       End                 0804bfff 
       Subreg Dis          6,7 (Size 0x400) 
       Sub Start           0804a000 (Size 0x1800) 
           End             0804b7ff 
       Attributes          CODE 
   ... 
   MPU[7]  Enabled   rbar 2000a007  rasr 1302c115  "stack"  
       Start               2000a000 
       End                 2000a7ff 
       Subreg Dis          0,6,7 (Size 0x100) 
       Sub Start           2000a100 (Size 0x500) 
           End             2000a5ff 
       Attributes          DATARW 
 

Subregions are present only for v7M. 

8.3.2 MPA Display  

This displays the selected task MPA with named regions. The hex values of RBAR and 
RASR/RLAR are shown, then the start and end addresses of each region are shown. For v7M, 
the subregion disables are shown followed by the active region starting and ending addresses, 
after applying subregion disables. Then the attribute macros are shown (see mpatmplt.h for 
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definitions). For v8M, the MAIR register selection is shown for each region with the MAIR 
registers below. 
The following is a partial v7M MPA display (v8M is similar): 
          MPU Regions for this task 
      MPA[0]/MPU[0]  rbar 08030010  rasr 0602e017  "fsdp_code"  
          Start               08030000 
          End                 08030fff 
          Subreg Dis          5,6,7 (Size 0x200) 
          Sub Start           08030000 (Size 0xa00) 
              End             080309ff 
          Attributes          CODE 
      MPA[1]/MPU[1]  rbar 20034011  rasr 1302e019  "fsdp_data"  
          Start               20034000 
          End                 20035fff 
          Subreg Dis          5,6,7 (Size 0x400) 
          Sub Start           20034000 (Size 0x1400) 
              End             200353ff 
          Attributes          DATARW 
      MPA[2]/MPU[2]  rbar 0804a012  rasr 0602c019  "ucom_code"  
          Start               0804a000 
          End                 0804bfff 
          Subreg Dis          6,7 (Size 0x400) 
          Sub Start           0804a000 (Size 0x1800) 
              End             0804b7ff 
          Attributes          CODE 
      ... 
      MPA[7]/MPU[7]  rbar 2000a017  rasr 1302c115  "stack"  
          Start               2000a000 
          End                 2000a7ff 
          Subreg Dis          0,6,7 (Size 0x100) 
          Sub Start           2000a100 (Size 0x500) 
              End             2000a5ff 
          Attributes          DATARW 

The display is the same as the MPU display, except each region has the MPA/MPU slot number 
indicated. These may have different indexes if the MPU has static slots. In that case, the static 
slots are displayed at the end of the MPA after a separation line. That slot information is taken 
from the MPU (since those regions are permanently in those slots of the MPU). 

8.3.3 Tasks Display 

The Task display shows a few additional fields for SecureSMX: 

      TLS Pointer 00000000 
  … 

      Parent idle 
      Irq 00000000 
      Template Pointer 20000490 
      MPA Pointer 200018d8 
      MPA Size 08 
      Server Slot Number 00 
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8.3.4 Memory Map Window  

This window is also is helpful for debugging SecureSMX-based software. It displays a graphical 
memory map overview showing MPU regions in memory bars. It allows zooming in and out on 
any memory area to reveal what it is used for (e.g. stack t2s, free heap, MPU[1] sys_code) and if 
it is pmode or umode. In addition, region overlaps are flagged. A Detail window shows function, 
starting address, ending address, and size. This window is helpful to visualize how memory is 
being used. 

8.3.5 Portal Events 

Portal calls are displayed in the Event Buffer in pink. The portal name is shown for the pch and 
psh parameters to make it easier to associate the calls made for a particular portal when studying 
the buffer. This results from the PortalCreate() and PortalOpen() functions both adding entries to 
the handle table for psh and pch, respectively. (The name will only show for pch while the portal 
is open since PortalClose() removes it from HT, and it will only show for psh while the portal 
exists since PortalDelete removes it from HT.) Studying the event buffer is very helpful to see 
how the portal works and what system calls it uses. 
The Event Timelines graph shows portal operations as small pink rectangles within task bars. 
This helps to visualize portal activity. Putting the Detail cursor on a rectangle shows the portal 
function and its parameters. 

8.4 Multitasking Issues 

Converting to SecureSMX is likely to add more tasks to a system, due to partitioning and portals. 
Thus multitasking debug skills become even more important. A basic problem is that one cannot 
step from one task to another in the way that one steps from one function to another. It is 
necessary to anticipate where control will go, then set a breakpoint or run-to-cursor at that point. 
However, other tasks may intervene between the start and end points due to interrupts and 
preemptions. Even worse, the end point may have been reached by a different path than 
expected. This can really be confusing. 
The smxAware Graphical Analysis Tool (select “Graph” on the smxAware pull-down menu) 
enables you to see what actually happened and thus clarify why things are not as expected. Using 
it helps to see where you can take actions so that the sequence of events goes as expected. Then 
you can step through the target task and fix the problems you are after. 
Sometimes it necessary take small steps rather than big leaps. It often is helpful to put a 
breakpoint in the scheduler just past where smx_ctnew is started to see if it is the task you expect 
to run next. Don’t put a breakpoint in code used by multiple tasks. Instead put it at the place in 
the task code that calls that code. 

8.5 Pay Attention to Errors 

All SMX modules do extensive error monitoring and reporting. If you are not paying attention to 
errors, you are flying blind and perhaps deserve to crash and burn. You should have a Watch 
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window open showing smx_errno, sb_errno, as well as key variables such as smx_sched, 
smx_srnest, smx_ct, all tasks of interest to you, etc. You should have a terminal connected to 
your system to display error messages output to the UART. 
For example, all return values, especially from system calls should be tested before use. 
However, few programmers do this, so in the following case: 

  ut2a = smx_TaskCreate(tm06_ut2a, TP2, 300, 0, "ut2a"); 
 smx_TaskStart(ut2a); 

If smx_TaskCreate() fails, ut2a will be NULL. Then smx_TaskStart(ut2a) will abort, report 
smx_errno = SMXE_INV_TCB, and branch to smx_EM(), which will output "smx INV TCB" to 
the console. If you are paying attention to the watch window or terminal, you will know right 
away that task ut2a is not running, and that is why your breakpoint in it is not triggering. 
Otherwise you will probably waste time trying to figure out what is wrong with task ut2a or 
some other task, not realizing that ut2a is not even running! 

8.6 Debug Tips 

Most of these are covered above, but it helps to have a brief list of what can go wrong when it 
does go wrong. 

• MMF first checks (using debugger register window and smxAware MPU display): 
Ensure the instruction pointer is in a code region of the current task, a data reference is in 
a data region of ct, the stack pointer is in the stack region of ct, and for v8M there are no 
overlapping regions. In smxAware text displays, ct is indicated by ( ) around the name. 

• MMF for v7M can occur even though a needed v7M region is in the MPU, if the address 
is in a disabled subregion or if the region start is not properly aligned. The smxAware 
MPU display shows region overlaps. 

• MMF for v8M when, and only when, an access occurs to an area of overlapping regions. 
Region overlap is most likely to occur if regions are defined with hard addresses rather 
than by the linker. If defined by the linker, overlapping regions can occur only due to 
non-static regions, such as stacks, dynamic regions, and receipt of pmsgs. 

• MMF for v8M when a region that is not a multiple of 32 is accessed. To avoid this make 
sure that all size definitions in the linker command file end in 0x00, 20, 40, 60, 80, A0, 
C0, or E0. 

• MMF is promoted to a Hard Fault when it occurs in a handler or ISR that has higher 
priority than the MMF handler. 

• MMF in C library code: A difference in optimization level (such as in Debug and Release 
targets) may cause the linker to use a different version of memcpy or similar routine. 
Then the object file for this version must be added to the appropriate region in the linker 
command file. 

• MMF on task switch: The task stack may be outside of MPU regions. In this case, even 
though the task main code is in an MPU region, it cannot be reached. 

• MMF with BR ON: Although BR ON allows accessing all installed memory, MPU 
region attributes prevail over default attributes. 
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• MMFs too distracting: MPU operation can be temporarily disabled by setting 
SMX_CFG_MPU_ENABLE to 0 in xcfg.h and in xarmm_iar.inc and rebuilding 
everything. See section 8.1.2 SMX_CFG_MPU_ENABLE. 

• Hard Fault: Occurs due to calling an SVC instruction with interrupts disabled. Check that 
PRIMASK == 0 and that BASEPRI == 0. 

• Hard Fault: Occurs due to an SVC from an SVC or an SVC from an IRQ since the SVC 
must run immediately, but it can only preempt lower priority exceptions. 

• Hard Fault: ISRs must use direct system calls not SVC system calls because they have 
higher priority than the SVC Handler. 

• When invoked from the SVC_Handler(), the PendSV_Handler() cannot run until the 
SVC_Handler() exits, because it is lower priority. 

• Critical sections cannot be protected in umode by disabling interrupts. See section 7.10.7 
Critical Sections for more discussion of this. 

• To determine if a system call is a SVC call rather than a direct call, look at it in the 
disassembly window to see if its prefix ends with u (e.g. smxu_ rather than smx_). 

• CONTROL register is not valid in handler mode following an exception or interrupt. It 
indicates the state of the interrupted utask or ptask in thread mode. 

• Build change: If switching from one build target to another causes a problem, e.g. Debug 
to Release, check each overridden file (indicated with a check mark in the Workspace 
window) for each project to ensure that the Extra Options settings are the same. 

• Portals: If a problem occurs in common code, use the call stack to see what portal it is. 
The portal’s main function is at the bottom of the call stack. If it is a chained portal, look 
at the caller field in the service header (see section 8.2.10 Portal Debugging) and run 
back to that address where the call was made in the first portal’s server, and then look at 
the call stack. 

• Portals: If pmsg->pri is greater than the client priority, the server will run immediately 
and the client will not wait at rxchg or csem. This can be confusing when debugging 
client/server operation.  

• Portals: If pmsg->pri is equal to or less than the client priority, the server will wait for the 
client and possibly other tasks to finish running. In this case, a very long timeout for the 
client wait on csem may be necessary. However, do not use INF. 

• Portals: If pmsg->pri is equal to or less than the client priority be sure to specify a 
timeout > 0 for mp_TPortalReceive() and mpTPortalSend(), else the server cannot run to 
perform the intended operation. This is particularly a problem with sending the OPEN 
command. 

• Memset: Breaking on memset() is confusing. It is better to break after memset(). 
• Reset: If the application runs from the debugger but not from reset, it probably means that 

the reset vector (initial SP and IP) is not at the beginning of internal flash, as it must be. 
See section 7.10.5 Reset Vector.  
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Appendix C: Glossary 

auxiliary slot An extra MPA slot that is swapped with an active slot or one that is stored and never put into 
the MPU. See section 4.2.5 Auxiliary Slots. 

active slot An MPU slot that is replaced upon a task switch. 
alias handle Secondary pointer to a control block or structure. 
attributes Access permission with share, buffer, and cache control for a region. 
bound stack A permanent task stack allocated from a heap. Retained by a task when it is stopped. 
BR Background Region of v7M MPU, which allows access to all memory. 
current task The task that is running. 
fas First active slot in MPU. Slots below this are static and are not changed by task switches. 
free message portal Uses a message that is not owned by the sender as a portal and moves freely between client and 

server. 
handle Primary pointer to a control block or structure. 
MCB smx Message Control Block. 
MCU Micro Controller Unit: A system on a chip including processor, memory, and peripherals. 
message exchange smx double queue object where messages can wait for tasks or vice versa. 
MMF Memory Manage Fault. 
MMU Memory Management Unit. 
MPU Memory Protection Unit. 
MpuPacker Micro Digital utility that reorders linker blocks to minimize gaps for v7M. 
MS Main Stack of processor used in handler mode. 
non-volatile registers   R4-R11. 
one-shot task Runs once, stops, and releases its stack. 
partition Abstract object consisting of the union all MPU regions that the partition’s tasks are allowed to 

access. 
pblock Protected block  – i.e. the block is an MPU region. 
plug block A non-region block used to fill a gap. 
pmode Protected or privileged mode. 
pmsg Protected message  – i.e. the message block is an MPU region. 
portal Allows transfer of data between isolated partitions. 
ptask A task that runs in pmode with the MPU on and BR off. 
RASR Region Attribute and Size Register in v7M MPU. 
RBAR Region Base Address Register in MPU. 
RLAR Region Limit Address Register in v8M MPU. 
region Area of memory defined by a starting address, size, and attributes. 
region block A linker block that is used as a region. 
region size Next power of two large enough to contain region for v7M or next multiple of 32 for v8M. 
restricted services System services not allowed in umode. 
RO Read-Only. 
RTOS Real Time Operating System. 
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RW Read/Write. 
size boundary A multiple of size. 
SOUP Software of Unknown Pedigree. 
SRD SubRegion Disable field in RASR. 
SS smx System Stack. Same as Main Stack (MS) for Cortex M. 
SSR smx System Service Routine. Performs smx services such as smx_TaskCreate(). 
stacking Processor saves volatile registers on the task stack due to an exception. 
subregion 1/8 of region size for v7M. 
super region MPU region that maps an entire memory, e.g. SRAM or Flash. An MPA with super regions 

can be helpful initially for a task being developed, to avoid MMFs. 
system service A service performed by system software, such as an smx SSR. 
tail Portion of a function after return from callee. 
TLS Task Local Storage. 
top task Longest waiting task at the highest priority level. 
TS Task Stack. 
tunnel portal Uses a message bound to the sender as the portal buffer and remains in place until the portal is 

closed. 
umode Unprotected or unprivileged mode. 
unbound stack A temporary task stack allocated from a stack pool. Released when task is stopped. 
unstacking Processor restores volatile registers on return from an exception. 
utask A task the runs in umode with the MPU on. 
v7M ARMv7-M architecture. 
v8M ARMv8-M architecture. 
volatile registers R0-3, R12, LR, and PSR. 
window portal Uses a common dynamic region as a portal. 
XN eXecute Never. 
  


